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Abstract
We consider syntomic complexes of uniform F -crystals and relate them to Tam-
agawa number conjecture in characteristic p.
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1 Introduction
Uniform F -crystals in the sense of Ogus have good integral properties, good notion of
exact sequences, and form a nice category which is stable under tensor products and
duals. In this paper, we define syntomic complexes of uniform F -crystals. We prove that
the group of extension classes of uniform F -crystals is expressed by the first cohomology
of a syntomic complex (Theorem 4.8). By using the syntomic complexes, we consider
the Tamagawa number conjecture in characteristic p, which is an analogue of Tamagawa
number conjecture ([BK]) of S. Bloch and the author over number fields.
In Section 2 and Section 3, we review the parts on uniform F -crystals and their
modified de Rham complexes in the works [18] and [19] of Ogus. We present the theory in
the style which is convenient for the descriptions of Sections 4–6. In Section 4, we define
the syntomic complex of a uniform F -crystal by using these modified de Rham complexes.
In §5, we consider Tamagawa number conjecture in characteristic p. In Section 6, we give
comments, especially, on a relation with the theory of Frobenius gauges of J.-M. Fontaine
and U. Janssen.
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The syntomic complexes of F-crystals in this paper are considered independently in
the paper [1] of B. Bhatt, M. Morrow and P. Scholze and in the work of Bhatt and
Scholze on prismatic cohomology. Tamagawa number conjecture in characteristic p was
also considered recently by O. Brinon and F. Trihan [4] by a different method.
In Appendix, A. Ogus improves Proposition 3.8 of this paper and explains the relation
to the work [20] of A. Shiho. (See Remark 3.9).
The author expresses his hearty thanks to Arthur Ogus for valuable advice. He is also
thankful to Teruhisa Koshikawa for the help.
2 Uniform F -crystals
In Section 2 and Section 3, we review the parts of the works of Ogus ([18], [19]) concerning
uniform F -crystals.
Uniform F -crystals have good integral properties. The category of uniform F -crystals
is stable under direct sum, tensor products, duals, and Tate twists. Nice notion of exact
sequence of uniform F -crystals is defined.
The book [19] is written in big generality, and the author thinks that it is nice to pick
up this important part on uniform F -crystals, and give a short self-contained exposition.
The author sometimes present proofs which are different from the original and which seem
to fit uniform F -crystals well. In Section 2 and Section 3, the only new results which are
not contained in [18] and [19] are 3.8, 3.11, 3.14, in which we remove the assumption in
[18] and [19] that the lifting of the Frobenius is parallelizable in the sense of [19] 1.2.6
(but see Remark 3.9).
2.1. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0 and let X be a log smooth fs log
scheme over k ([11]).
Let D be a crystal on the log crystalline site of X over W (k) ([13] Section 5) which is
locally free of finite rank, and let
Φ : F ∗DQp
∼=
→ DQp
be an isomorphism given in the category in which Hom is replaced by Qp⊗Hom . Here F
denotes the Frobenius (p-th power morphism) F : X → X and F ∗D denotes the pullback
of D by F .
We call this object D = (D,Φ) an F -crystal on X . We call Φ the Frobenius operator
of D = (D,Φ).
For q ∈ Z, let
ωqX := Ω
q
X(log)
be the sheaf of differential q-forms on X with log poles ([13]).
We denote by DX the vector bundle on X with an integrable connection
∇ : DX → DX ⊗OX ω
1
X
associated to D.
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2.2. Duals. Tate twists.
For an F -crystal D = (D,Φ) on X , its dual D∗ = (D∗,Φ∗) is defined as follows. The
crystal D∗ is the linear dual of D. The Frobenius operator Φ∗ of D∗ is the inverse (tΦ)−1
of the transpose tΦ : DQp → F
∗DQp of Φ.
For an F -crystal D = (D,Φ) on X and for r ∈ Z, its r-th Tate twist D(r) is defined
to be the pair (D, p−rΦ).
Let the F -crystal 1 be the structure sheaf of the log crystalline site endowed with
Φ = id. We have
D(r) = D ⊗ 1(r).
Even if the Frobenius operator Φ of D comes from a homomorphism F ∗D → D
(without denominator), the Frobenius operators of the dual of D and of the Tate twists
of D may have denominators. To have the nice notions of dual and Tate twists in this
paper, we allow that the Frobenuis operator Φ of an F -crystal can have a denominator
as in 2.1.
2.3. By a p-adic formal fs log scheme over W (k), we mean a family Y = (Yn)n≥1 of fs log
schemes Yn over Wn(k) endowed with an isomorphism Yn+1⊗Wn+1(k)Wn(k)
∼= Yn for each
n ≥ 1. (We regard Y naturally as a formal scheme in the sense of Grothendieck. So the
underlying topological space of Y is that of Yn for any n ≥ 1,) We say Y is log smooth if
Yn is log smooth over Wn(k) for any n ≥ 1. We regard Y as a formal scheme in the sense
of Grothendieck
Assume that we have a closed immersion X ⊂ Y over W (k) where Y is a log smooth
p-adic formal fs log scheme over W (k) endowed with a morphism FY : Y → Y which lifts
the Frobenius of Y ⊗ Z/pZ.
We call this situation X ⊂ Y an embedded situation.
We have an embedded situation e´tale locally on X .
Let DX(Y ) be the PD envelop of X in Y ([13] Section 5). It is a p-adic formal fs log
scheme over W (k), its underlying topological space is identified with that of X , and the
log structure of X coincides with the pullback of the log structure of DX(Y ). Let ODX(Y )
be the structure sheaf of the formal scheme DX(Y ). Then ODX(Y ) is p-torsion free. Let
ωqY := Ω
q
Y (log)
be the sheaf of differential q-forms on Y with log poles.
Then the crystal D corresponds to a locally free ODX(Y )-module DY of finite rank on
DX(Y ) endowed with an integrable connection
∇ : DY → DY ⊗OY ω
1
Y
whose mod pn satisfies the logarithmic version (the condition (iii) of Theorem 6.2 in [13])
of the quasi-nilpotence in [2] 4.10, and the F -crystal corresponds to such DY endowed
with an isomorphism of Qp ⊗Zp ODX (Y )-modules
Φ : Qp ⊗Zp F
∗DY
∼=
→ Qp ⊗Zp DY
which is compatible with ∇. Here F ∗DY := (F
∗D)Y and this is identified with the pull-
back F ∗DX(Y )(DY ) of DY where FDX(Y ) : DX(Y )→ DX(Y ) is the lifting of the Frobenius
of X induced by FY : Y → Y .
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We have
DX = OX ⊗ODX (Y ) DY .
2.4. If we are in the embedded situation and if X = Y ⊗W (k) k as a log scheme over k
(we call this a lifted situation), we have ODX (Y ) = OY and DX = DY /pDY .
We have a lifted situation e´tale locally on X .
2.5. Assume we are in the embedded situation 2.3.
Following [18] and [19], we define filtrations on DY and on F
∗DY as follows. For r ∈ Z,
let
Nr(D)Y := DY ∩ p
−rΦ(F ∗DY ), N
r(D)Y = N−r(D)Y = DY ∩ p
rΦ(F ∗DY ),
M r(D)Y := {x ∈ F
∗DY | p
−rΦ(x) ∈ DY } ⊂ F
∗DY .
Thus N• is an increasing filtration on DY and N
• (resp. M•) is a decreasing filtration
on DY (resp. F
∗DY ). Though Ogus uses N
•, we mainly use N• in this paper because
the presentation of the isomorphism in 2.5.2 becomes simpler and the relation to the
numbering in the theory of Frobenius gauges (6.1) is better for N•. But N
• has a better
relation with Deligne’s de´cale´ operation Decr ([5] 1.3, see 3.4).
We have
2.5.1. (1) For r ≫ 0, Nr(D)Y = DY . For r ≪ 0, Nr(D)Y = p
−rΦ(F ∗DY ) and hence
Nr−1(D)Y = pNr(D)Y .
(2) For r ≪ 0, M r(D)Y = F
∗DY . For r ≫ 0, M
r+1(D)Y = pM
r(D)Y .
We have an isomorphism
2.5.2.
p−rΦ :M r(D)Y
∼=
→ Nr(D)Y for all r ∈ Z.
For the F -crystal 1 (2.2),
2.5.3. Nr(1) is OY if r ≥ 0 and is p
−rOY if r ≤ 0. M
r(1)Y is OY if r ≤ 0 and p
rOY if
r ≥ 0.
For Tate twists, we have
2.5.4.
Nr(D(s))Y = Nr+s(D)Y , M
r(D(s))Y =M
r+s(D)Y .
Lemma 2.6. ([18] 1.10.1.) Let r ∈ Z.
(1) The image of Nr(D)Y → DX is independent of the choice of an embedded situation
X ⊂ Y .
(2) The image of M r(D)Y → F
∗DX is independent of the choice of an embedded
situation X ⊂ Y .
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Proof. We prove (1). Let X ⊂ Y and let X ⊂ Y ′ be the embedded situations, let
Z := Y ×Y ′ with the lifting FZ := FY×FY ′ of Frobenius, and consider the diagonal embed-
ding X ⊂ Z. Since ODX(Y )/p
nODX (Y ) → ODX(Z)/p
nODX(Z) and ODX(Y ′)/p
nODX(Y ′) →
ODX(Z)/p
nODX(Z) are flat for all n ≥ 0 (this is because ODX(Z)/p
nODX(Z) is isomor-
phic locally to a PD polynomial ring over ODX(Y )/p
nODX(Y ) and similarly for Z → Y
′),
DZ∩p
−rΦ(F ∗DZ) is the module theoretic pullback ofDY ∩p
−rΦ(F ∗DY ) and is the module
theoretic pullback of DY ′ ∩ p
−rΦ(F ∗DY ′). This proves (1).
The proof of (2) is given in the similar way.
2.7. We will denote the independent image of Nr(D)Y → DX (resp. M
r(D)Y → F
∗DX)
(2.6) by Nr(DX) (resp. M
r(DX)). It is defined globally on X and is a coherent subsheaf
of DX (resp. F
∗DX).
2.8. By Ogus, the following two conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
(i) For every r ∈ Z, Nr(DX) is locally a direct summand of DX .
(ii) For every r ∈ Z, M r(DX) is locally a direct summand of F
∗DX .
Ogus calls D a uniform F -crystal when these equivalence conditions are satisfied.
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is proved as follows.
Proposition 2.9. The following conditions (i), (i)’, (ii), (ii)’, (ii⋆), (ii⋆)’ are equivalent.
(i) (resp. (i)’) For every r ∈ Z, the OX-module Nr(DX) (resp. M
r(DX)) (2.7) is
locally a direct summand of DX (resp. F
∗DX).
(ii) (resp. (ii)’) E´tale locally on X, for some lifted situation 2.4, there is e´tale locally
a direct sum decomposition DY = ⊕r∈Z N〈r〉 (resp. F
∗DY = ⊕r∈Z M
〈r〉) as an OY -module
such that
Φ(F ∗DY ) = ⊕r∈Z p
rN〈r〉 (resp. DY = ⊕r∈Z p
−rΦ(M 〈r〉)) for all r ∈ Z.
The condition (ii⋆) (resp. (ii⋆)’) is the one obtained from (ii) (resp. (ii)’) by replacing
“for some lifted situation 2.4, there is” by “for each lifted situation 2.4, there is e´tale
locally”.
2.10. We prove 2.9 in 2.10–2.13.
First, the equivalences (ii) ⇔ (ii)’ and (ii⋆) ⇔ (ii⋆)’ follow from 2.5.2. (N〈r〉 in (ii) and
(ii⋆) and M 〈r〉 in (ii)’ and (ii⋆)’ are connected by N〈r〉 = p
−rΦ(M 〈r〉).) The implications
(ii⋆) ⇒ (ii), (ii⋆)’⇒ (ii)’ are clear.
Lemma 2.11. (See [18] 1.12.4.) Let X ⊂ Y be an embedded situation. For r ∈ Z, we
have the following exact sequences.
(1) 0→ Nr+1(D)Y
p
→ Nr(D)Y → (Nr(D)Y + pDY )/pDY → 0.
(2) 0→M r−1(D)Y
p
→ M r(D)Y → (M
r(D)Y + pF
∗DY )/pF
∗DY → 0.
(3) 0→ Nr+1(D)Y /Nr(D)Y
p
→ Nr(D)Y /Nr−1(D)Y → (Nr(D)Y + pDY )/(Nr−1(D)Y +
pDY )→ 0.
(4) 0→M r−1(D)Y /M
r(D)Y
p
→M r(D)Y /M
r+1(D)Y → (M
r(D)Y+pF
∗DY )/(M
r+1(D)Y+
pF ∗DY )→ 0.
Proof. (1) and (2) are straightforwards. (3) follows from (1), and (4) follows from (2).
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2.12. We prove the implication (i) ⇒ (ii⋆) in 2.9.
Consider a lifted situation X ⊂ Y . Note that for r ∈ Z, (Nr(D)Y +pDY )/(Nr−1(D)Y +
pDY ) = Nr(DX)/Nr−1(DX) is locally free by our assumption. Locally, take a base
(er,i)1≤i≤m(r) of Nr(DX)/Nr−1(DX). Locally, lift this base to a family of local sections
e˜r,i of Nr(D)Y . Then (e˜r,i)r∈Z,1≤i≤m(r) is a base of DY . For r ∈ Z, let N〈r〉 be the OY -
submodule of DY generated by e˜r,i for 1 ≤ i ≤ m(r). Then DY is the direct sum of
N〈r〉.
For r ∈ Z, let
Sr = (⊕s≤r N〈r〉)⊕ (⊕s>r p
s−rN〈r〉).
We prove Nr(D)Y = Sr. We have
Sr ⊂ Nr(D)Y , Sr ⊂ Sr+1, pSr+1 ⊂ Sr (r ∈ Z).
Consider the commutative diagram
0 → Sr+1/Sr
p
→ Sr/Sr−1 → (Sr + pDY )/(Sr−1 + pDY ) → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 → Nr+1(D)Y /Nr(D)Y
p
→ Nr(D)Y /Nr−1(D)Y → Nr(DX)/Nr−1(DX) → 0.
The lower sequence is that of 2.11 (3) and hence is exact. The upper sequence is exact
as is easily seen. The right vertical arrow is an isomorphism as is easily seen. Hence the
middle vertical arrow is an isomorphism if and only if the left vertical arrow is exact.
For r ≫ 0, Sr = Nr(D)Y = DY . Hence by the downward induction on r, we have that
Sr/Sr−1
∼=
→ Nr(D)Y /Nr−1(D)Y . By using the fact Sr = Nr(D)Y = DY for r ≫ 0 and by
using the downward induction on r, we have Sr = Nr(D)Y for all r.
For r ≪ 0, Sr = ⊕s∈Z p
s−rN〈s〉. For r ≪ 0, we have p
−rΦ(F ∗DY ) = p
−rΦ(M r(D)Y ) =
Nr(D)Y = Sr and hence we have Φ(F
∗DY ) = ⊕s∈Z p
sN〈s〉. Hence the condition (1
⋆) is
satisfied.
The proof of the implication (i)’ ⇒ (ii⋆)’ is given in a similar way.
2.13. We prove the implication (ii) ⇒ (i) of 2.9. Assume we are in the lifted situation
and assume DY = ⊕rN〈r〉 as in (ii). Then
DX = ⊕r N〈r〉/pN〈r〉 ⊃ Nr(DX) = ⊕s≤r N〈s〉/pN〈s〉.
Hence the condition (i) is satisfied.
The proof of the implication (ii)’ ⇒ (i) is given in a similar way.
Proposition 2.14. The category of uniform F -crystals is stable under ⊕, ⊗ and the dual,
and Tate twists.
Proof. The condition (ii) in 2.9 is stable under tensor products, the dual, and Tate twists.
2.15. (See [18] 1.12.2, 1.12.3). Assume D is uniform. Then for each r ∈ Z, there
is a unique crystal Nr(D) (resp. M
r(D)) on the log crystalline site of X over W (k)
which is locally free of finite rank endowed with a homomorphism Nr(D) → D (resp.
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M r(D)→ F ∗D) satisfying the following condition. E´tale locally on X , for each embedded
situation, the induced homomorphism Nr(D)Y → DY (resp. M
r(D)Y → F
∗DY ) induces
an isomorphism Nr(D)Y
∼=
→ DY ∩p
−rΦ(F ∗DY ) (resp. M
r(D)Y
∼=
→ {x ∈ F ∗DY | p
−rΦ(x) ∈
DY ).
This is seen as follows. Let X
⊂
→ Y be a lifted situation having the property stated in
(ii). Then for r ∈ Z, we have
Nr(D)Y = (⊕s≤r N〈s〉)⊕ (⊕s>r p
s−rN〈s〉).
Hence Nr(D)Y is locally free of finite rank. Since Nr(D)Y is stable under the connection
in DY , Nr(D)Y determines an F -crystal on the log crystalline site of X over W (k) which
is locally free of finite rank. This Nr(D) has the desired property on Y on this Y .
Next we consider embedded situations. Let D′ be a crystal on the log crystalline site
which is locally free and of finite type endowed with a homomorphism D′ → D. For an
embedded situation, consider the following condition (∗)Y .
(∗)Y . The induced map D
′
Y → DY induces an isomorphism D
′
Y
∼=
→ DY ∩p
−rΦ(F ∗DY ).
We show that for embedded situations X ⊂ Y and X ⊂ Y ′, the conditions (∗)Y and
(∗)Y ′ are equivalent. Let Z = Y ×Y
′, and let X ⊂ Z be the diagonal embedding. Assume
(∗)Y is satisfied. Since ODX(Y )/p
nODX(Y ) → ODX(Z)/p
nODX(Z are flat, (∗)Z is satisfied.
Since ODX(Y ′)/p
nODX(Y ′) → ODX(Z)/p
nODX(Z) are faithfully flat, the condition (∗)Y ′ is
satisfied.
Now since (∗)Y is satisfied locally in some lifted situation as above, it is satisfied
always.
Proposition 2.16. Assume we are in a embedded situation.
(1) Let D and D′ be uniform F -crystals D. Then we have
Nr(D ⊗D
′)Y =
∑
i+j=r
Ni(D)⊗Nj(D
′), M r(D ⊗D′)Y =
∑
i+j=r
M i(D)Y ⊗M
j(D′)Y .
(2) Let D be a uniform F -crystal D and let r ∈ Z.
Then Nr(D
∗)Y is the sheaf of linear maps DY → ODX(Y ) which send Ns(D)Y to
Ns+r(1)Y for all s ∈ Z. That is, Nr(D
∗)Y is the sheaf of linear maps DY → ODX(Y )
which send Ns(D) to p
−r−sODX(Y ) for all s ∈ Z.
M r(D∗)Y is the sheaf of linear maps F
∗DY → ODX(Y ) which sendM
s(D)Y toM
s+r(1)Y
for all s ∈ Z. That is, M r(D∗)Y is the sheaf of linear maps DY → ODX(Y ) which send
Ms(D) to pr+sODX(Y ) for all s ∈ Z.
Proof. In the lifted situation, these are seen by the conditions (ii⋆) and (ii⋆)’ in 2.9. In
fact, for the tensor product, if DY = ⊕rN〈r〉 and F
∗DY = ⊕rM
〈r〉 are the decompositions
there and if we take a similar decompositions of D′Y and F
∗D′Y by N
′
〈r〉 and (M
′)〈r〉,
respectively, (D⊗D′)Y has the decomposition whose r-th component is ⊕i+j=rN〈i〉⊗N
′
〈j〉
and F ∗(D ⊗ D′)Y has the decomposition whose r-th component is ⊕i+j=rM
〈i〉 ⊗ (M ′)〈j〉
which have the desired properties. D∗Y has the decomposition whose r-th component is
the dual of N〈−r〉 and F
∗D∗Y has the decomposition whose r-th component is the dual of
M 〈−r〉 having the desired properties.
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In the embedded situation X ⊂ Y , take locally a lifted situation X ⊂ Y ′, let
Z = Y ×Y ′, and letX ⊂ Z be the diagonal embedding. By the fact ODX(Y ′)/p
nODX(Y ′) →
ODX(Z)/p
nODX(Z) are flat, we have the above result in the case Z is the Y in the proposi-
tion, and then obtain the above result by the fact ODX (Y )/p
nODX(Y ) → ODX(Z)/p
nODX(Z)
are faithfully flat.
2.17. Assume D is uniform.
In F ∗DX , M
r(DX) (2.7) is locally a direct summand of F
∗DX and is stable under ∇
of F ∗XDX . Hence M
r(DX) descends to the OX -submodule
filrDX := Ker(∇ : M
r(DX)→ M
r(DX)⊗OX ω
1
X)
of DX which is locally a direct summand satisfying M
r(DX) = F
∗filrDX .
For uniform F -crystals D and D′, we have filr(D⊗D′)X =
∑
s+t=r fil
sDX ⊗OX fil
tD′X .
For the dual D∗ of a uniform F -crystal D, we have filrD∗X = HomOX (DX/fil
−r+1DX ,OX).
2.18. By Mazur ([15], [16]), Berthelot-Ogus [2] Theorem 8.26, and by Ogus [19] Theorem
7.3.1, if D comes from a proper log smooth scheme over X as the higher direct image of
the structure sheaf of the crystalline site, under mild assumptions, we have the following
(1)–(3).
(1) D is uniform.
(2) (filrDX)r∈Z coincides with the geometric Hodge filtration on DX and (M
r(DX))r∈Z
coincides with the geometric Hodge filtration on F ∗DX . .
(3) (Nr(DX))r∈Z coincides (up to a suitable shift) with the geometric conjugate Hodge
filtration of DX .
2.19. Let 0 → D′ → D → D′′ → 0 be a sequence of uniform F -crystals on X . We say
this sequence is exact if it satisfies the following conditions (i) and (ii).
(i) This sequence is exact as a sequence of crystals. (Equivalently, this sequence is
exact as a sequence of sheaves on the log crystalline site. Equivalently, locally on X , the
sequence 0→ D′Y → DY → D
′′
Y → 0 is exact in every embedded situation.)
(ii) The sequence 0→ filrD′X → fil
rDX → fil
rD′′X → 0 is exact for every r ∈ Z.
We show that this sequence of uniform F -crystals is exact if and only if the following
condition (iii) (resp. (iv)) is satisfied.
(iii) The sequence 0 → Nr(D
′) → Nr(D) → Nr(D
′′) → 0 is an exact sequence of
crystals for every r ∈ Z.
(iv) The sequence 0 → M r(D′) → M r(D) → M r(D′′) → 0 is an exact sequence of
crystals for every r ∈ Z.
Note that the condition (iii) (resp. (iv)) is equivalent to the condition that in every
local lifted situation, the sequence 0 → Nr(D
′)Y → Nr(D)Y → Nr(D
′′)Y → 0 (resp.
0 → M r(D′)Y → M
r(D)Y → M
r(D′′)Y → 0) of sheaves is exact for every r. We prove
the implication (iv) ⇒ (i)+(ii). By taking r ≪ 0, (iv) implies (i). By 2.11 (2) in the
lifted situation, (iv) implies the exactness of the sequence 0 → F ∗filrD′X → F
∗filrDX →
F ∗filrD′′X → 0 and hence the exactness of 0 → fil
rD′X → fil
rDX → fil
rD′′X → 0. We
prove (i)+(ii) ⇒ (iv). Assume (i)+(ii). By 2.11 (4) and by induction on r, the se-
quence 0 → M r(D′)Y /M
r+1(D′)Y → M
r(D)Y /M
r+1(D)Y → M
r(D′′)Y /M
r+1(D′′)Y → 0
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is exact for every r. By induction on n, the sequence 0 → M r(D′)Y /M
r+n(D′)Y →
M r(D)Y /M
r+n(D)Y → M
r(D′′)Y /M
r+n(D′′)Y → 0 is exact for every r and every n ≥ 0.
By taking lim
←−n
, we have (iv). The equivalence (iii) ⇔ (iv) follows from 2.5.2.
2.20. We give an example of a sequence of F -crystals which satisfies the condition (i) in
2.19 but not the condition (ii).
Let D be a free module of rank 2 over the structure sheaf of the log crystalline site of
X with base (ei)i=1,2, and define Φ by Φ(1⊗ e1) = e1 and Φ(1⊗ e2) = e2+ p
−ne1 for some
integer n ≥ 1. We have a sequence of F -crystals 0 → 1 → D → 1 → 0, where 1 is as in
2.2, the second arrow sends 1 to e1, the third arrow sends e2 to 1. This sequence satisfies
the above condition (i), but does not satisfy the above condition (ii). This is because in
a lifted situation, N0(D)Y = OY e1 + p
nOY e2 and hence N0(D)Y → N0(1)Y = OY is not
surjective (the image is pnOY in 1Y = OY ).
2.21. Example. Let G = (Gn)n be a p-divisible group over X (Gn = Ker(p
n : G → G))
and let D be the F -crystal on X associated to G in the covariant way. If G = Qp/Zp,
D = 1. If G = (Qp/Zp)(1), D is the 1-Tate twist 1(1) of 1. Then pΦ comes from a
homomorphism F ∗D → D which is usually written as F , and there is a homomorphism
V : D → F ∗D such that FV = p and V F = p (that is, ΦV = 1 and V Φ = 1). D is
uniform, M r(D)Y = DY for r < 0 and M
r(D) = prV (DY ) for r ≥ 0 in the embedded
situation, and DX/fil
0DX is identified with Lie(G).
2.22. We give examples of F -crystals which are not uniform.
Consider the lifted situation 2.4. We consider an F -crystal D of rank 3 defined as
follows. Take s1, s2 ∈ O(Y ) such that dsi ∈ pω
1
Y for i = 1, 2. Since FY (ω
1
Y ) ⊂ pω
1
Y ,
1− FY : ω
1
Y → ω
1
Y is an isomorphism. Let ωi = −(1− FY )
−1(p−1dsi) ∈ ω
1
Y for i = 1, 2.
Let DY be the free OY -module of rank 3 with base (ei)1≤i≤3. Let Φ : F
∗DY → DY be
the linear map corresponding to the matrix


p 0 0
0 p 0
s1 s2 p


that is, Φ(1 ⊗ ei) = pei + sie3 for i = 1, 2 and Φ(1 ⊗ e3) = pe3. Define the integrable
connection ∇ on DY by
∇(ei) = e3 ⊗ ωi (i = 1, 2), ∇(e3) = 0.
Then Φ and ∇ are compatible. We have Φh = p2 and hΦ = p2 where h : DY → F
∗DY is
the linear map defined by h(ei) = p⊗ ei − s1 ⊗ e3 for i = 1, 2 and h(e3) = p⊗ e3. Hence
we have an F -crystal D = (D,Φ).
We have M r(D)Y = F
∗DY for r ≤ 0, M
r(D)Y = p
r−2h(DY ) for r ≥ 2, and M
1(D)Y
is identified with the OY -submodule M of O
⊕3
Y consisting of all elements (ai)1≤i≤3 such
that a1s1 + a2s2 ∈ pOY , where we identify (ai)i with
∑
i ai ⊗ ei ∈ F
∗DY . We have that
M2(D)Y = h(DY ) is generated by p⊗ ei − si ⊗ e3 for i = 1, 2 and p⊗ e3.
(1) We give an example in which M1(D)Y is not locally free. Consider the case
X = Spec(k[T1, T2]) and Y = Spf(A) with A the p-adic completion of W (k)[T1, T2]. Let
si = T
p
i for i = 1, 2.
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We have an OY -homomorphism M → OY /pOY which sends (ai)i to s
−1
2 (a1 mod p) =
−s−11 (a2 mod p). This homomorphisms sends v = (s2,−s1, 0) ∈ M to 1. Hence if M was
locally free at the point x of X corresponding to the maximal ideal (T1, T2) of k[T1, T2],
this v should be a part of a base of Mx and the OY,x-module Mx/OY,xv should be free.
But we have an exact sequence of OY,x-modules 0→ OY,xv →Mx → OY,x⊕ I → 0 where
I is the ideal of OY,x generated by s1 and s2 and the third arrow is (ai)i 7→ (a3, b) with
b = p−1(a1s1 + a2s2). Hence M
1(D)Y is not locally free.
(2) We give an example in which M2(DX) is not locally a direct summand of DX . Let
X = Spec(k[T ]) and Y = Spf(A) where A is the p-adic completion of W (k)[T ], and take
s1 = s2 = T
p. Then M2(D)Y = h(DY ) is generated by p ⊗ ei − T
p ⊗ e3 for i = 1, 2 and
p⊗ e3 and hence the image M
2(DX) of M
2(D)Y → F
∗DX is generated by T
p ⊗ e3 which
is not locally a direct summand.
3 De Rham complexes
Let X and D = (D,Φ) be as in 2.1, We assume that D is uniform. We consider various
de Rham complexes associated to D.
3.1. In general, assume we are given a filtered complex C, that is, a complex endowed
with a decreasing filtration (qC)q by subcomplexes
qC. Then define the complex C by
C
q
= {x ∈ (qC)q | dx ∈ (q+1C)q+1}
((−)q denotes the part of degree q of a complex) with the differentials d : C
q
→ C
q+1
induced by d : (qC)q → (qC)q+1. This is the complex denoted by Dec0C in Deligne [5]
1.3.
By [5] 1.3, we have:
3.1.1. Assume that we are given a homomorphism of filtered complexes C → C ′ such
that qC → qC ′ are quasi-isomorphisms for all q. Then the induced map C → C ′ is a
quasi-isomorphism.
3.2. Assume we are in an embedded situation 2.3.
For r ∈ Z, we define a subcomplex es NrDR(D)Y and N
rDR(D)Y of the de Rham
complex
DR(D)Y := [DY
∇
→ DY ⊗OY ω
1
Y
∇
→ DY ⊗OY ω
2
Y
∇
→ . . . ]
of DY and a subcomplex M
rDR(D)Y of the de Rham complex of F
∗DY , as follows. We
will regard these complexes as complexes of sheaves on the e´tale site of X .
Let
NrDR(D)Y := C with
qC = DR(Nr−q(D))Y ,
N rDR(D)Y = N−rDR(D)Y = C with
qC = DR(N r+q(D))Y ,
M rDR(D)Y := C with
qC = pqDR(M r−q(D))Y .
That is, the part of degree q of NrDR(D)Y (resp. N
rDR(D)Y , resp. M
rDR(D)Y ) is
{x ∈ Nr−q(D)Y ⊗OY ω
q
Y | ∇(x) ∈ Nr−q−1(D)Y ⊗OY ω
q+1
Y },
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(resp. {x ∈ N r+q(D)Y ⊗OY ω
q
Y | ∇(x) ∈ N
r+q+1(D)Y ⊗OY ω
q+1
Y },
resp. {x ∈ pqM r−q(D)Y ⊗OY ω
q
Y | ∇(x) ∈ p
q+1M r−q−1(D)Y ⊗OY ω
q+1
Y }).
For r ≫ 0, we have NrDR(D)Y = DR(D)Y . On the other hand, if we define a
subcomplex of DR(D)Y by
N(−∞)DR(D)Y = N
(∞)DR(D)Y := C with
qC = pqΦ(DR(F ∗D)Y ),
we have NrDR(D)Y = p
−rN(−∞)DR(D)Y for r ≪ 0.
For r ≪ 0, we have M rDR(D)Y = C with
qC = pqDR(F ∗D)Y and this complex is
independent of r ≪ 0. We denote this independent complex by M−∞DR(D)Y .
For Tate twists, we have
NrDR(D(s))Y = Nr+sDR(D)Y , M
rDR(D(s))Y = M
r+sDR(D)Y .
Lemma 3.3. For r ∈ Z, we have an isomorphism
p−rΦ : M rDR(D)Y
∼=
→ NrDR(D)Y .
We have also an isomorphism Φ : M−∞DR(D)Y
∼=
→ N(−∞)DR(D)Y .
Proof. This follows from 2.5.2 and 3.1.1.
3.4. For a filtered complex C, Deligne defines the subcomplex DecrC of C by (DecrC)q =
{x ∈ (q+rC)q | dx ∈ (q+r+1C)q+1} ([5] 1.3). That is, DecrC = B (3.1) where B is the
filtered complex defined by qB = q+rC.
Regard DR(D)Y as a filtered complex C with the filtration
qC = DR(N q(D))Y .
Then we have for all r ∈ Z
N rDR(D)Y = Dec
rDR(D)Y .
We have
N (∞)DR(D)Y = Dec
(∞)DR(D)Y
where
Dec(∞)DR(D)Y := p
−rDecrDR(D)Y for r ≫ 0
which is independent of r ≫ 0.
It seems that M rDR(D)Y is not nicely understood in terms of Dec.
3.5. By 3.1.1, these local constructions in embedded situations are glued by the method
of simplicial hyper-covering as in [9] (2.18), and we have global objects NrDR(D) for
r ∈ Z ∪ {(−∞)}, and M rDR(D) for r ∈ Z ∪ {−∞} in the derived category of sheaves of
W (k)-modules on the e´tale site of X .
3.6. Assume that we are in the lifted situation. Let
η : DY → F
∗
YDY ; x 7→ 1⊗ x
be the canonical embedding. Define a decreasing filtration Ar(D)Y on DY by
Ar(D)Y = {x ∈ DY | η(x) ∈M
r(D)Y }.
This notation A of the filtration is taken from [18] and [19].
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The proofs of the following 3.7 and 3.8 will be given later.
Proposition 3.7. Assume we are in the lifted situation. Then we have the Griffiths
transversality
∇(Ar(D)Y ) ⊂ A
r−1(D)Y ⊗OY ω
1
Y .
UnlikeM r(D)Y , A
r(D)Y need not correspond to a crystal. We need not have∇(A
r(D)Y ) ⊂
Ar(D)Y ⊗OY ω
1
Y .
Proposition 3.8. Assume that we are in the lifted situation. Let r ∈ Z. Then the OY -
module Ar(D)Y is locally free of finite rank, and the natural map F
∗
Y (A
r(D)Y )→M
r(D)Y
is an isomorphism.
Remark 3.9. This Theorem 3.8 is proved in [18] and [19] under the assumption that the
lifting FY of Frobenius is parallelizable in the sense in [18], [19]. Similarly, Proposition
3.11 and Theorem 3.14 are proved in [18] and [19] under the assumption that FY is
parallelizable. (In these results, Ogus does not assume that D is uniform.)
After the author sent this paper to Ogus, he found new proofs of 3.8, 3.11, 3.14 without
assuming FY is parallelizable which work in more general situation (relative situation
without assuming D is uniform). He also showed these results can be also deduced from
the work of Shiho [20]. See Appendix.
Corollary 3.10. Assume we are in a lifted situation.
(1) Let D and D′ be uniform F -crystals D. Then we have
Ar(D ⊗D′)Y =
∑
i+j=r
Ai(D)⊗Aj(D′).
(2) Let D be a uniform F -crystal D and let r ∈ Z. Then Ar(D∗)Y is the sheaf of
linear maps DY → OY which send A
s(D)Y to A
s+r(1)Y for all s ∈ Z. That is, A
r(D∗)Y
is the sheaf of linear maps DY → OY which send A
s(D) to pr+sOY for all s ∈ Z.
(3) Let 0 → D′ → D → D′′ → 0 be a sequence of uniform F -crystals satisfying the
condition (i) in 2.19. Then this sequence satisfies the condition (ii) in 2.19 if and only if
the sequence 0→ Ar(D′)Y → A
r(D)Y → A
r(D′′)Y → 0 is exact for every r ∈ Z.
Proof. (1) and (2) follow from 3.8 and 2.16.
(3) follows from 3.8 and the equivalence (ii) ⇔ (ii)M in 2.19.
By 3.7 and 3.8, we have
Proposition 3.11. In the lifted situation, filrDX (2.17) coincides with the image of
Ar(D)Y → DX .
See [18] Theorem 2.2 and Remark 3.9.
3.12. We have the Griffiths transversality
∇(filrDX) ⊂ fil
r−1DX ⊗OX ω
1
X .
This is deduced from 3.7 and 3.11. But this is proved in [18] Theorem 2.6 in the following
way. To prove this, we may assume that we are in a lifted situation with parallelizable
FY , and the result 3.11 in the parallelizable case was enough for the proof of this.
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3.13. Assume we are in a lifted situation. By 3.7, for r ∈ Z, we have a subcomplex
ArDR(D)Y := [A
r(D)Y
∇
→ Ar−1(D)Y ⊗OY ω
1
Y
∇
→ Ar−2(D)Y ⊗OY ω
2
Y → . . . ]
of DR(D)Y .
For r ≪ 0, we have ArDR(D)Y = DR(D)Y . (A
rDR(D)Y )r∈Z is a decreasing filtration
on DR(D)Y .
For Tate twists, we have ArDR(D(s))Y = A
r+sDR(D)Y .
Proposition 3.14. Assume we are in a lifted situation. For r ∈ Z, the map
η : ArDR(D)Y →M
rDR(D)Y ;
η(x⊗ ω) = η(x)⊗ FY (ω) (x ∈ A
r−q(D)Y , ω ∈ ω
q
Y ) in degree q
is a quasi-isomorphism. In other words (3.3), we have a quasi-isomorphism
p−rFη : ArDR(D)Y → NrDR(D)Y ;
x⊗ ω 7→ p−rFη(x)⊗ FY (ω) (x ∈ A
r−q(D)Y , ω ∈ ω
q
Y ) in degree q.
See [19] Theorem 7.2.1 and Remark 3.9.
In 3.15–3.26, we prove 3.7, 3.8 and 3.14. We first prove 3.7 (3.15–3.18). Then we prove
3.8 and 3.14 together by induction on r.
3.15. We recall the Cartier isomorphism. Let ωqX,d=0 := Ker (ω
q
X
d
→ ωq+1X ). Then we have
an isomorphism
C : ωqX,d=0/dω
q−1
X
∼=
→ ωqX
characterized by the property C(tp0d log(t1) ∧ . . . d log(tq)) = t0d log(t1) ∧ . . . d log(tq) for
all t0 ∈ OX and ti ∈ MX for 1 ≤ i ≤ n (MX denotes the log structure of X .) See [13]
Thm. 4.12 (1).
Lemma 3.16. Let q ≥ 0, and let (ei)i be a family of sections of ω
q
X,d=0 whose classes in
ωqX=0/dω
q−1
X form an O
p
X-base. Then (ei)i is an OX-base of ω
q
X .
Proof. E´tale locally take ti ∈ MX (1 ≤ i ≤ n) such that d log(ti) form a base of ω
1
X .
For a subset I = {m(1), . . . , m(q)} (m(1) < · · · < m(q)) of {1, . . . , n} of order q, let
αJ = d log(tm(1)) ∧ · · · ∧ d log(tm(q)). Then α = (αJ)J is a base of ω
q
Y . Furthermore,
their classes form an OpX-base of ω
q
X,d=0/dω
q−1
X because C(αJ) = αJ . Let e be a family
of sections of ωqX,d=0 whose classes form an O
p
X -base of ω
q
X,d=0/dω
q−1
X . Then e and α are
connected by a section of GLs(O
p
X) where s is the rank of ω
q
X . This shows that e and the
base α of ωqX are connected by a section of GLs(OX), and hence e is a base of ω
q
X
Lemma 3.17. Assume we are in the lifted situation, let (µi)i a base of ω
q
Y , and let
νi := p
−1FY (µi) ∈ ω
q
Y . Then (νi)i is a base of ω
q
Y .
Proof. We have νi mod p ∈ ω
q
X,d=0 and C(νi mod p) = µi mod p. Hence νi mod p form an
OpX -base of ω
q
X,d=0/dω
q−1
X . We apply 3.16.
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3.18. We prove 3.7. Let (µi)i be a local base of ω
1
Y and let x ∈ A
r(D)Y . Write ∇(x) =∑
i yi ⊗ µi with yi ∈ DY . Then since Φη(x) ∈ p
rDY , we have ∇Φη(x) ∈ p
rDY ⊗OY ω
1
Y .
On the other hand, ∇Φη(x) = Φη∇(x) = p ·
∑
iΦ(yi)⊗ νi, where νi = p
−qFY (µi). Since
νi form a base of ω
1
Y (3.17), we have yi ∈ A
r−1(D)Y .
Next we consider 3.8 and 3.14.
In the following, S(3.8, r) denotes the statement of 3.8 for one given r, and S(3.14, r)
denotes the statement of 3.14 for one given r.
3.19. Fix r ∈ Z. Define complexes A, B and a subcomplex C of B as follows. Let
A := ArDR(D)Y /pA
r−1DR(D)Y , B := M
rDR(D)Y /pM
r−1DR(D)Y .
We have the canonical map η : A→ B.
For q ∈ Z, let Iq be the image of pq+1M r−q−1(D)Y⊗OY ω
q
Y in B
q. Let Cq = Iq+∇(Iq−1).
Lemma 3.20. (1) ∇ : Bq−1 → Bq induces an isomorphism Iq−1
∼=
→ Cq/Iq.
(2) The complex C is acyclic.
Proof. For the proof of (4), the problem is the injectivity of ∇ : Iq−1 → Bq/Iq but this is
clear.
(2) follows from (1).
Lemma 3.21. Assume S(3.8, r − q) and S(3.8, r − q − 1).
(1) We have an isomorphism
Aq
∼=
→ Bq/Cq.
(2) The map
Ar−q(D)Y /pA
r−q−1(D)Y ⊗OX (ω
q
X,d=0)
(p) → Bq/Iq ; x⊗ ω 7→ pqη(x)⊗ ω
is an isomorphism, where (ωqX,d=0)
(p) denotes ωqX,d=0 on which a ∈ OX acts as the multi-
plication by ap.
(3) The isomorphism in (2) induces an isomorphism
Ar−q(D)Y /pA
r−q−1(D)Y ⊗OX (d(ω
q−1
X ))
(p) ∼=→ Cq/Iq.
Proof. We prove (2). We have
Bq/Iq
∼=
← {x ∈M r−q(D)Y⊗OY ω
q
Y | ∇(x) ∈ pM
r−q−1(D)Y⊗OY ω
q+1
Y }/pM
r−q−1(D)Y⊗OY ω
q
Y
∼=
← (M r−q(D)Y /pM
r−q−1(D)Y )
∇=0⊗Op
X
ωqX,d=0
∼=
← Ar−q(D)Y /pA
r−q−1(D)Y ⊗OX (ω
q
X,d=0)
(p)
where the first isomorphism is given by pq, ∇ = 0 denotes the kernel of ∇, and the last
arrow is x⊗ω 7→ η(x)⊗ω which is an isomorphism by S(3.8, r− q) and S(3.8, r− q− 1).
We prove (3). We have a surjection pq : M r−q(D)Y /pM
r−q(D)⊗OX ω
q−1
X → I
q−1. By
S(3.8, r−q),M r−q(D)Y /pM
r−q(D)⊗OXω
q−1
X
∼= Ar−q(D)Y /pA
r−q(D)⊗OX (ω
q−1
X )
(p). Hence
the image of ∇ : Iq−1 → Bq/Iq ∼= Ar−q(D)Y /pA
r−q−1(D)Y ⊗OX (ω
q
X,d=0)
(p) coincides with
Ar−q(D)Y /pA
r−q−1(D)Y ⊗OX (d(ω
q−1
X ))
(p).
(1) follows from (2) and (3) by the fact that p−qFY : ω
q
Y → ω
q
Y induces the inverse
ωqX
∼=
→ ωqX,d=0/dω
q−1
X of the Cartier isomorphism.
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By 3.20 and 3.21, we have
Corollary 3.22. (1) Assume S(3.8, s) for all s ≤ r. Then the map A → B is a quasi-
isomorphism.
(2) Assume S(3.8, s) for all s < r. Then Hq(C) = 0 for any q ≥ 1, Aq
∼=
→ Bq/Cq for
each q ≥ 1, Hq(A) → Hq(B) is an isomorphism for each q ≥ 2, and the map H1(A) →
H1(B) is surjective.
Lemma 3.23. (1) Assume S(3.8, s) for all s ≤ r. Then we have S(3.14, r).
(2) Assume S(3.8, s) for all s < r. Then the map Hq(ArDR(D)Y )→H
q(M rDR(D)Y )
is an isomorphism for q ≥ 2 and surjective for q = 1.
Proof. For n ≥ 0, let Kn = pnAr−nDR(D)Y , L
n = pnM r−nDR(D)Y . Then 3.23 follows
from 3.22 by the exact sequences
0→ Kn/Kn+1 → K0/Kn+1 → K0/Kn → 0, 0→ Ln/Ln+1 → L0/Ln+1 → L0/Ln → 0
and by
K0 = lim
←−
n
K0/Kn, L0 = lim
←−
n
L0/Ln.
Lemma 3.24. Let
0 → S → T → Q → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 → S ′ → T ′ → Q → 0
be a commutative diagram of exact sequence of complexes in an abelian category. Assume
that the parts of degree q of these complexes for q < 0 are zero. Assume further the
following (i)–(iii).
(i) The map T → T ′ is a quasi-isomorphism.
(ii) The map Hq(S) → Hq(S ′) is an isomorphism for q ≥ 2, and it is surjective for
q = 1.
(iii) The map H0(Q)→ H0(Q′) is injective.
Then the maps S → S ′ and Q→ Q′ are quasi-isomorphisms.
Proof. Let S ′′ (resp. T ′′, resp. Q′′) be the mapping fiber (the −1 shift of the mapping
cone) of the map S → S ′ (resp. T → T ′, resp. Q → Q′). By the assumption, T ′′ is
acyclic. We prove that S ′′ and Q′′ are also acyclic. We have Hq(S ′′) ∼= Hq−1(Q′′) for all
q ∈ Z. The assumptions tell that Hq(S ′′) = 0 unless q = 0, 1 and Hq(Q′′) = 0 if q ≤ 0.
We have H1(S ′′) ∼= H0(Q′′) = 0, H0(S ′′) ∼= H−1(Q′′) = 0.
3.25. Since Ar(D)Y = DY for r ≪ 0, S(3.8, r) is true for r ≪ 0. By 3.23, S(3.14, r) is
true for r ≪ 0.
We prove S(3.14, r) assuming S(3.8, s) and S(3.14, s) for all s < r.
We apply 3.24 by taking S = ArDR(D)Y , T = A
r−1DR(D)Y , Q = T/S. S
′ =
M rDR(D)Y , T
′ = M r−1DR(D)Y , Q
′ = T ′/S ′. The injectivity of H0(Q) → H0(Q′) is by
the definition of Ar(D)Y . By 3.24, S(3.14, r) is true.
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3.26. We prove S(3.8, r) assuming S(3.8, s) for all s < r and S(3.14, s) for all s ≤ r.
We have an isomorphism (2.11 (2))
M r(D)Y /pM
r−1(D)Y
∼=
→ (M r(D)Y + pF
∗DY )/pF
∗DY = M
r(DX).
Hence (2.17), the OX -module M
r(D)Y /pM
r−1(D)Y is generated by the kernel of the
connection
(1) ∇ : M r(D)Y /pM
r−1(D)Y →M
r(D)Y /pM
r−1(D)Y ⊗OX ω
1
X .
It is sufficient to prove that this kernel coincides with Ar(D)Y /pA
r−1(D)Y .
Let the complexes A,B,C be as in 3.19. Since B0/I0 is identified with the kernel of
the above connection (1) and since A0 = Ar(D)Y /pA
r−1(D)Y and I
0 = C0, it is sufficient
to prove that the map A0 → B0/C0 is an isomorphism. By S(3.14, s) for all s ≤ r, the
map A → B is a quasi-isomorphism. Since C is acyclic (3.20), the map A → B/C is a
quasi-isomorphism. Furthermore we have Aq
∼=
→ Bq/Cq for all q ≥ 1. Hence A0 → B0/C0
is an isomorphism.
Proposition 3.27. Let 0 → D′ → D → D′′ → 0 be an exact sequence of uniform
F -crystals (2.19). We have distinguished triangles
NrDR(D
′)→ NrDR(D)→ DR
N
r (D
′′)→ NrDR(D
′)[1] for r ∈ Z ∪ (−∞),
M rDR(D′)→ M rDR(D)→M rDR(D′′)→M rDR(D′)[1] for r ∈ Z ∪ {−∞}.
Proof. We have to be careful that the construction (qC)q 7→ C in 3.1 is not an exact
functor
The case ofNrDR follows from that ofM
rDR by 3.3. Consider the embedded situation.
Let C be the mapping cone of M rDR(D′)Y → M
rDR(D)Y . It is sufficient to prove that
the map C → M rDR(D′′)Y is a quasi-isomorphism. We may assume that this is a
lifted situation. Then by 3.14, we have quasi-isomorphisms ArDR(D′) → M rDR(D′),
ArDR(D) → M rDR(D), and ArDR(D′′) → M rDR(D′′). Furthermore, the sequence
0→ ArDR(D′)Y → A
rDR(D)Y → A
rDR(D′′)Y → 0 is exact (3.10 (3)). This proves that
the map C → M rDR(D′′)Y is a quasi-isomorphism.
3.28. We consider de Rham complexes with minus log poles.
Let X be a smooth scheme over k endowed with a normal crossing divisor E. We
endow X with the log structure associated E.
In the embedded situation, let ODX(Y )(− log) be the invertible ideal of ODX(Y ) gener-
ated e´tale locally by any local section f of the log structure M of the PD-envelop DX(Y )
such that the image of f under M → OX defines E. We have minus log pole versions of
the modified de Rham complexes by
−DR(D)Y := ODX(Y )(− log)⊗ODX (Y ) DR(D)Y ,
−NrDR(D)Y := ODX(Y )(− log)⊗ODX (Y ) NrDR(D)Y for r ∈ Z ∪ {(−∞)},
−M rDR(D)Y := ODX(Y )(− log)⊗ODX (Y ) M
rDR(D)Y for r ∈ Z ∪ {−∞}.
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We have an isomorphism p−rΦ : −M rDR(D)Y
∼=
→ −NrDR(D)Y .
If we regard −DR(D)Y as a filtered complex C with the filtration defined by
qC =
−DR(N q(D))Y , we have
−NrDR(D)Y = Dec
−r(−DR(D)). Define Dec(∞)(−DR(D)Y ) =
p−rDecr(−DR(D)Y ) for r ≫ 0 which is independent of r ≫ 0. Then
−N(−∞)DR(D)Y =
Dec(∞)(−DR(D)Y ).
These local constructions are glued to global objects −DR(D), −NrDR(D),
−M rDR(D)
of the derived category.
In the lifted situation, we have the minus log pole version
−ArDR(D)Y := OY (− log)⊗OY A
rDR(D)Y .
3.28.1. Assume that we are in the lifted situation. Then the map η : −ArDR(D)Y →
−M rDR(D)Y is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. The method of the proof of 3.14 works for this minus log version. Note that we
have already proved 3.8. The proof of 3.8⇒ 3.14 in 3.23 (1) works also for the minus log
pole version by using the following minus log version 3.28.2 of the Cartier isomorphism
3.15.
3.28.2. Let
−ωqX := Ω
q
X(− logE) = OY (−E)⊗OX Ω
q
X(− logE)
be the sheaf of differential forms with minus log poles.
We have an isomorphism
C : −ωqX,d=0/d(
−ωq−1X )
∼=
→ −ωqX
characterized by the property C(tp0d log(t1) ∧ . . . d log(tq)) = t0d log(t1) ∧ . . . d log(tq) for
all t0 ∈ OX(−E) and ti ∈MY for 1 ≤ i ≤ n (MX denotes the log structure of X .)
The proof of 3.28.2 is given in the same way as that of the usual (logarithmic) Cartier
isomorphism [13] Thm. 4.12 (1).
In the same way as 3.27, we have
3.28.3. For an exact sequence (2.19) of uniform F -crystals 0→ D′ → D → D′′ → 0, we
have distinguished triangles
−NrDR(D
′)→ −NrDR(D)→
−NrDR(D
′′)→ −NrDR(D
′)[1] for r ∈ Z ∪ {(−∞)},
−M rDR(D′)→ −M rDR(D)→ −M rDR(D′′)→ −M rDR(D′)[1] for r ∈ Z ∪ {−∞}.
4 Syntomic complexes
Let X be as in 2.1 and let D be a uniform F -crystal on X . We define the syntomic
complex of D.
Our method is similar to the method of Trihan in [21]. In the case D = 1(r) (r ∈ Z),
our definition of the syntomic complex coincides with that in the paper [1].
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4.1. Assume we are in the embedded situation 2.3.
Define the complex S(D)Y as the mapping fiber (−1 shift of the mapping cone) of the
map
1− Φη : N0DR(D)Y → N(−∞)DR(D)Y
where 1 is the inclusion map N0DR(D)Y → N(−∞)DR(D)Y , and Φη : N0DR(D)Y →
N(−∞)DR(D)Y is the map induced from Qp⊗ZpDR(D)Y → Qp⊗ZpDR(D)Y whose degree
q-part is x⊗ ω 7→ Φ(η(x))⊗ FY (ω), where x ∈ DY , ω ∈ ω
q
Y , η(x) = 1⊗ x ∈ F
∗
DX(Y )
DY =
F ∗DY . We can say that S(D)Y is the mapping fiber of
1− Φη : Dec0DR(D)Y → Dec
(∞)DR(D)Y
(see 3.4). The complex S(D)Y is isomorphic to the mapping fiber of
1− ηΦ : M0DR(D)Y → M
−∞DR(D)Y
where 1 is the inclusion map. In fact we have the isomorphism Φ from the latter to the
former.
4.2. By 3.1.1, these local constructions in embedded situations are glued and we have a
global object S(D) in the derived category of sheaves of abelian groups on the e´tale site
of X .
We have a distinguished triangle
S(D)→ N0DR(D)→ N(−∞)DR(D)→ S(D)[1].
4.3. If 0 → D′ → D → D′′ → 0 is an exact sequence (2.19) of uniform F -crystals, we
have a distinguished triangle
S(D′)→ S(D)→ S(D′′)→ S(D)[1].
This follows from 3.27.
4.4. The following object T (D) will be used in Section 5 together with the above S(D).
By 3.1.1, we also have an object T (D) of the derived category which is represented by
the complex
T (D)Y := Dec
(∞)DR(D)Y /Dec
0DR(D)Y
= N(−∞)DR(D)Y /N0DR(D)Y
∼=
←M−∞DR(D)Y /M
0DR(D)Y
in each embedded situation, where the last isomorphism is given by Φ. In the lifted
situation, by 3.14, T (D)Y is quasi-isomorphic to the complex (DY /A
−q(D)Y ⊗OY ω
q
Y )q.
If 0 → D′ → D → D′′ → 0 is an exact sequence of uniform F -crystals, by 3.27, we
have a distinguished triangle
T (D′)→ T (D)→ T (D′′)→ T (D)[1].
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4.5. In the case D is the F -crystal associated to a p-divisible group G = (Gn)n in the
covariant way (2.21), T (D) is identified with Lie(G) put in degree 0. This is seen as
follows.
In an embedded situation, the degree q part of M−∞DR(D)Y /M
0DR(D)Y is 0 unless
q = 0, and the degree 0 part is
{x ∈ F ∗DY | ∇(x) ∈ pF
∗DY }/{x ∈ V (DY ) | ∇(x) ∈ pF
∗DY }.
Hence T (D)Y is identified with H
0(T (D)), and there is a canonical homomorphism
H0(T (D))→ (F ∗DX/V (DX))
∇=0 = Lie(G) (2.21). We prove that the last arrow is an iso-
morphism. The problem is local and hence we may assume that we are in a lifted situation.
In this situation, T (D)Y is quasi-isomorphic to DR(D)Y /A
0DR(D)Y (3.14) whose degree
q part is zero unless q = 0 and whose degree 0 part is DY /A
0(DY ) ∼= DX/fil
0DX ∼= Lie(G).
4.6. In the lifted situation, by 3.14, S(D)Y is quasi-isomorphic to the mapping fiber of
1− Φη : A0DR(D)Y → DR(D)Y .
We will call this mapping fiber also the syntomic complex but we will denote it by S(D)Y
to distinguish it from S(D)Y .
In this situation, by 3.14, T (D)Y is quasi-isomorphic DR(D)Y /A
0DR(D)Y .
4.7. This is a preparation for 4.8.
For uniform F -crystals D and D′ on X , we have an abelian group Ext (D,D′) classi-
fying exact sequences 0→ D′ → E → D → 0 of uniform F -crystals in the sense of 2.19 (
whose group law is given by Baer sums.
Let the F -crystal 1 be as in 2.2.
We have Ext (D,D′) = Ext (1, D∗ ⊗D′) where D∗ denotes the dual F -crystal of D′′.
Theorem 4.8. We have canonical isomorphisms
Hom (1, D) ∼= H0(X,S(D)), Ext (1, D) ∼= H1(X,S(D)).
Proof. First we consider Hom (1, D). Consider an embedded situation. We have a canon-
ical embedding H0(S(1)) ⊂ OY and the section 1 of OY belongs to H
0(X,S(1)). For
a homomorphism 1 → D, we have an element of H0(X,S(D)) as the image of 1 under
the induced homomorphism H0(X,S(1)) → H0(X,S(D)). To prove that Hom (1, D) →
H0(X,S(D)) is an isomorphism, we may work e´tale locally on X and hence we may as-
sume that we are in the lifted situation and we can use the syntomic ccomplex S(D)Y
(4.6). Then H0(X, S(D)Y ) is understood as the set of sections e of A
0(DY ) such that
Fη(e) = e and ∇(e) = 0. The map Hom (1, D) → H0(X, S(D)Y ) sends h : 1 → D to
e = h(1) ∈ H0(X, S(D)Y ) and it is clear that h 7→ e is bijective.
We next consider Ext (1, D). For an exact sequence 0→ D → E → 1→ 0 of uniform
F -crystals, we have a distinguished triangle S(D)→ S(E)→ S(1)→ S(D)[1] and hence
a homomorphism H0(X,S(1))→ H1(X,S(D)). By taking the image of 1 ∈ H0(X,S(1))
under this homomorphism, we have Ext (1, D)→ H1(X,S(D)). By e´tale localization, we
have a homomorphism Ext(1, D)→H1(S(D)) of sheaves on the e´tale site of X .
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We show that it is enough to prove that this map Ext(1, D) → H1(S(D)) is an
isomorphism. We have a commutative diagram of exact sequences
0 → H1(X,Hom(1, D)) → Ext (1, D) → H0(X, Ext(1, D)) → H2(X,Hom(1, D))
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
0 → H1(X,H0(S(D))) → H1(X,S(D)) → H0(X,H1(S(D))) → H2(X,H0(S(D)))
Here the last arrow of the upper row is as follows. Assume that we are given an element of
H0(X, Ext(1, D)) which corresponds to an extension 0 → D → E → 1 → 0 given on an
e´tale covering U → X . E´tale locally on U ×X U , we have an isomorphism α : p
∗
1E
∼=
→ p∗2E
of extensions where pi is the i-th projection U ×X U → U . E´tale locally on U ×X U ×X U ,
if qi : U ×X U ×X U → U denotes the i-th projection and qij : U ×X U ×X U → U ×X U
denotes the (i, j)-th projection, we have two isomorphisms q∗13(α) and q
∗
23(α) ◦ q
∗
12(α)
from q∗1E to q
∗
3E, and q
∗
13(α)
−1 · q∗23(α) ◦ q
∗
12(α) gives a global section of Hom(1, D) on
U ×X U ×X U and this gives an element of H
2(X,Hom(1, D)).
The first and the fourth vertical arrows in this diagram are isomorphisms. To prove
that the second vertical arrow is an isomorphism, it is sufficient to prove that the third
vertical arrow is an isomorphism.
Hence we may assume that we are in the lifted situation and we can use the syntomic
complex S(D)Y (4.6). The map Ext(1, D) → H
1(S(D)Y ) is described as follows. For
an exact sequence 0 → D → E → 1 → 0, lift 1 ∈ OY locally to e ∈ A
0(E)Y . Then
e− Fηe ∈ DY , ∇w ∈ A
−1(D)Y ⊗ ω
1
Y , and we have (e− Fηe,∇e) ∈ H
1(S(D)Y ). We have
the converse map H1(S(D)Y ) → Ext(1, D) defined as follows. Let (x, ω) with x ∈ DY ,
ω ∈ A−1(D)Y ⊗ ω
1
Y be in H
1(S(D)Y ). Let E = D ⊕ A. Extend Φ of D to E by
Φ(0, 1) = (x, 1) and extend ∇ of DY to EY by ∇(0, 1) = ω. Then Φ and ∇ are compatible
and we have an exact sequence of uniform F -crystals 0 → D → E → 1 → 0. It is
seen easily that these maps between Ext(1, D) and H1(S(D)Y ) are the converses of each
other.
4.9. We have the minus log pole versions of S(D) and T (D) as follows.
Assume X is a smooth scheme over k endowed with a normal crossing divisor E.
In the embedded situation, define the minus log pole version −S(D)Y of S(D)Y as the
mapping fiber of
1− Φη : Dec0(−DR(D)Y )→ Dec
(∞)(−DR(D)Y ).
The local constructions are glued to a global object −S(D) in the derived category. We
have a distinguished triangle
−S(D)→ −N0DR(D)→
−N(−∞)DR(D)→
−S(D)[1].
In the embedded situation, let
−T (D)Y = Dec
(∞)(−DR(D)Y )/Dec
0(−DR(D)Y ).
The local constructions are glued to a global object −T (D) of the derived category.
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If 0 → D′ → D → D′′ → 0 is an exact sequence (2.19) of uniform F -crystals, by
3.28.3, we have a distinguished triangle
−S(D′)→ −S(D)→ −S(D′′)→ −S(D)[1], −T (D′)→ −T (D)→ −T (D′′)→ −T (D)[1].
In the lifted situation, by 3.28.1, −S(D)Y is quasi-isomorphic to the mapping fiber
−
S(D)Y of
1− Φη : −A0DR(D)Y →
−DR(D)Y
and −T (D)Y is quasi-isomorphic to the complex (DY /A
−q(D)Y ⊗OY
−ωqY )q.
5 On Tamagawa number conjecture
We give a class number formula 5.4, which is an analogue in characteristic p of Tamagawa
number conjecture.
5.1. Let k be a finite field of characteristic p, and let X be a proper smooth scheme over
k endowed with a simple normal crossing divisor E. (Here we assume E is simple normal
crossing, not only normal crossing, because in the result of Faltings which we use in 5.2,
he assumes it.) Let U := X rE. Let k¯ be an algebraic closure of k.
Let D = (D,Φ) be a uniform F -crystal on X .
For the comparison, let ℓ be a prime number which is different from p, and let T be a
smooth Zℓ-sheaf on the e´tale site of U .
5.2. We review the L-functions of T and D.
(1) The L-function LU (T, u) of T (defined as the Euler product over closed points of
U) is equal to det(1 − ϕku | RΓet,c(U ⊗k k¯, TQℓ))
−1. Here RΓet,c denotes the compact
support e´tale cohomology and ϕk is the map induced by the ♯(k)-th power map on X .
(2) The L-function of LU (D, u) of D (defined as the Euler product over closed points
of U) is equal to det(1 − ϕku | RΓ(X,
−DR(D)Qp))
−1. Here ϕk = Φ
d with d = [k : Fp],
and RΓ(X, ) is e´tale cohomology. Recall that −DR(D) denotes the de Rham complex of
D with minus log poles along E.
For (1), see [10]. For (2), see [6].
We consider the L-value at u = 1.
Proposition 5.3. Assume that 1 − ϕk : H
m
et,c(U ⊗k k¯, TQℓ) → H
m
et,c(U ⊗k k¯, TQℓ) are
isomorphisms for all m. Then Hmet,c(U, T ) are finite for all m and
LU(T, 1) ≡
∏
m
♯(Hmet,c(U, T ))
(−1)m mod Z×ℓ .
Proposition 5.4. Assume that 1 − Φ : Hm(X, −DR(D)Qp) → H
m(X, −DR(D))Qp are
isomorphisms for all m. Then Hm(X, −S(D)) and Hm(X,− T (D)) are finite for all m
and
LU(D, 1) ≡
∏
m
♯(Hm(X, −S(D)))(−1)
m
♯(Hm(X,− T (D))(−1)
m
mod W (k)×.
Here −S(D) and −T (D) are as in 4.9.
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5.5. This generalizes the formula of Milne [17] who treated the case where D = 1(r) (2.2)
for some r ∈ Z.
5.3 and 5.4 are deduced from 5.2 (1) and (2), respectively, as follows.
5.6. (1) We have an exact sequence
· · · → Hmet,c(U, T )→ H
m
et,c(U ⊗k k¯, T )
1−ϕk→ Hmet,c(U ⊗k k¯, T )→ H
m+1
et,c (U, T )→ . . . .
(2) Let P = Dec0(−DR(D)) and Q = Dec(∞)(−DR(D)). We have an exact sequences
· · · → Hm(X, −S(D))→ Hm(X,P)
1−Φ
→ Hm(X,Q)
→ Hm+1(X, −S(D))→ . . . ,
· · · → Hm(X,P)
1
→ Hm(X,Q)→ Hm(X, −T (D))
→ Hm+1(X,P)→ . . . .
We give elementary lemmas.
Lemma 5.7. For a finitely generated Zℓ-module H and for a Zℓ-homomorphism h : H →
H which induces an isomorphism HQℓ
∼=
→ HQℓ, we have
det(h) ≡ ♯(Coker(h : H → H)) · ♯(Ker(h : H → H))−1 mod Z×ℓ .
Lemma 5.8. Let H and H ′ be finitely generated W (k)-module, let α : H ′ → H be a
W (k)-linear map such that α : H ′Qp → HQp is an isomorphism, and let β : H
′ → H be
a Frobenius-linear map such that α − β : H ′Qp → HQp is an isomorphism. Consider the
W (k)Qp-linear map g := (β ◦ α
−1)d : HQp → HQp where d = [k : Fp]. Then 1− g : HQp →
HQp is an isomorphism and we have
detW (k)Qp (1− g) ≡ ♯(Coker(α− β : H
′ → H)) · ♯(Ker(α− β : H ′ → H))−1
·♯(Coker(α : H ′ → H))−1 · ♯(Ker(α : H ′ → H)) mod W (k)×.
5.9. The zeta value formula 5.3 follows from the presentation of LU (T, u) in 5.2 (1) and
the exact sequence 5.6 (1), by using 5.7 which we apply by taking H = Hmet,c(U ⊗k k¯, T )
and h = 1− ϕk.
The zeta value formula 5.4 follows from the presentation of LU(D, u) in 5.2 (2) and
the exact sequence 5.6 (2), by using 5.8 which we apply by taking H ′ = Hm(X,P) and
H = Hm(X,Q), α (resp. β) the map indued from the inclusion map (resp. ηΦ) of de
Rham complexes (so g = ϕk).
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6 Complements
The following 6.1–6.2 is about relations to the theory on Frobenius gauges [8] of Fontaine
and Jannsen. 6.4 is about Tamagawa number conjecture in characteristic p.
6.1. Let X be as in 2.1. For simplicity, we assume here the log structure of X is trivial.
A Frobenius gauge on X is a family (Dr)r∈Z of crystals Dr on the crystalline site of X
over W (k) which are locally free of finite type (torsion crystals are also considered in the
theory of Fontaine-Jannsen, but we consider only these Dr for simplicity) endowed with
homomorphisms
f : Dr → Dr+1, v : Dr → Dr−1 for each r ∈ Z
satisfying (1) fv = p, vf = p, (2) f is an isomorphism r ≫ 0, (3) v is an isomorphism for
r ≪ 0, and endowed with an isomorphism
F ∗D∞
∼=
→ D−∞
where
D∞ = lim−→
f
Dr, D−∞ = lim−→
v
Dr.
Let D be a uniform F -crystal on X . Then the crystals Dr := Nr(D) (r ∈ Z) in 2.9
(iii) associated to D form a Frobenius gauge on X as follows: f : Dr → Dr+1 is the
homomorphism which gives the inclusion maps Nr(D)Y → Nr+1(D)Y in local embedded
situations, v : Dr → Dr−1 is the homomorphism which gives p : Nr(D)Y → Nr−1(D)Y in
local embedded situations, and the isomorphism F ∗D∞
∼=
→ D−∞ is obtained fromD∞ = D
and D−∞ ∼= F
∗D (2.5.1 (1)).
6.2. As is illustrated in Introduction of [8], Fontaine and Jannsen have a generalization of
Dieudenne´ theory to Frobenius gauges. For n ≥ 1, there is a functor Fn from the category
of Frobenius gauges to the category of sheaves of Z/pnZ-modules on the syntomic site
([7]) of X which is related to the classical Diedonne´ theory as follows.
Let G = (Gn)n be a p-divisible group over X and let D be the F -crystal on X
associated to G in the covariant way (2.21). Let (Dr)r be the associated Frobenius gauge.
Then
Fn((Dr)r) = Gn.
For a general uniform F -crystal D and the associated Frobenius gauge (Dr)r, we
expect that for Fn(D) := Fn((Dr)r), there is a canonical isomorphism
Rǫ∗(Fn(D)) = S(D)⊗
L
Z Z/p
nZ
where ǫ is the morphism from the syntomic site of X to the e´tale site of X .
6.3. There is a definition of the syntomic complex of a Frobenius gage (Dr)r which is
compatible with the definition of the syntomic complex in Section 4. In an embedded
situation, let S((Dr)r)Y be the mapping fiber of
1− Φη : Dec0DR(D∞)Y → Dec
(∞)DR(D∞)Y
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where the notation is as follows. We regard Dr,Y ⊂ Dr+1,Y via f . Hence D∞,Y = Dr,Y if
r ≫ 0. We identify D−∞,Y with p
rDr,Y for r ≪ 0 which is independent of r ≪ 0. Regard
DR(D∞)Y as a filtered complex C with the filtration defined by
qC = DR(D−q)Y . Let
Dec be as in 3.4, and define Dec(∞)DR(D∞)Y := p
−rDecrDR(D∞)Y for r ≫ 0 which is
independent of r ≫ 0. In the above, 1 in 1 − Φη is the inclusion map. The map Φη is
defined by the composition D∞,Y
η
→ F ∗D∞,Y
Φ
→ D−∞,Y . These local construction are
glued to a global object S((Dr)r) in the derived category.
This definition of S((Dr)r) is given in the preprint [12] which is referred to in the book
[19].
However, if we define the notion of exact sequence 0 → (D′r)r → (Dr)r → (D
′′
r )r →
0 of Frobenius gages by the exactness of 0 → D′r → Dr → D
′′
r → 0 for all r (this
seems to be the natural definition of exactness), we may not have a distinguished triangle
S((D′r)r) → S((Dr)r) → S((D
′′
r )r) → S((D
′
r))[1] (the trouble is that the operator Dec
r
is not exact) and hence it may not be possible to have a good relation like Theorem
4.8 between Frobenius gauges and the cohomology of the associated syntomic complexes.
This is the reason why the author discussed syntomic complexes of uniform F -crystals as
in this paper not starting from Frobenius gauges.
6.4. We presented class number formulas 5.3 and 5.4 as analogues of the Tamagawa
number conjecture in [3]. But there are more things to be considered.
Assume X is of dimension one and connected.
(1) Our formulation is not very similar to that in [3]. In [3], local measures and
global Tamagawa measure were considered. In our situation, these measures correspond
to measures on H1(Ov,
−S(D)) for closed points v of X where Ov denotes the completion
of the local ring OX,v, and to the Tamagawa measure on the product
∏
vH
1(Ov,
−S(D))
where v ranges over all closed points of X . These are not considered in this paper.
(2) In this paper, we considered F -crystals which have log poles at points of bad
reduction. Motives which have semi-stable reduction everywhere give such F -crystals.
But this paper does not treat motives which need not have semi-stable reduction.
(3) In this paper, we considered only the situation where the zeta function does not
have zero or pole and regulator is not involved.
In the paper [14], we treated any bad reduction of an abelican variety and treated
regulator (height pairing). In the paper [4], Brinon and Trihan allows zero and poles of
zeta functions.
7 Appendix. Remarks on F -spans, by Arthur Ogus
K. Kato has pointed out that the hypothesis of “parallelizability” for the lifting F of FX
in [18] Theorem 2.2 is superfluous. This note is my attempt to understand his comment.
Let X/S be a smooth morphism of schemes in characteristic p, and let FX/S : X → X
′
be the relative Frobenius morphism. Suppose we are given a lifting F : Z → Z ′ of FX/S,
where Z/T and Z ′/T are formally smooth formal liftings of X/S and X ′/S respectively
and T is p-torsion free.
Our main goal is the following result.
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Theorem 7.1. Let (E ′,∇′) be a p-torsion free coherent sheaf with integrable and quasi-
nilpotent connection on Z ′/T . Suppose that E is a submodule of E˜ := F ∗E ′ which is
invariant under the induced connection ∇˜ on E˜. Let η : E ′ → F∗F
∗E ′ be the adjunction
map. Then the natural map F ∗(η−1E)→ E is an isomorphism.
Since F is faithfully flat, the most natural way to attack this problem would be to show
that E is necessarily invariant under the descent data for F ∗E ′. In fact, as we explain
later, the result can be deduced from Shiho’s Theorem 3.1 in [20] which uses related, but
different, descent data. Here we follow a different approach, based on Cartier descent,
working in the context of F-spans, which in fact is where the above question found its
origin.
We recall some notions from [18]. Let F : Z → Z ′ be a lifting of FX/S as above.
Then a F -span on X/S is given by a pair of p-torsion free OZ-modules with (nilpotent)
integrable connection (E ′,∇′) on Z ′/W and (E,∇) on Z/W together with an injective
homomorphism
Φ˜: F ∗(E ′,∇′)→ (E,∇).
Typically one assumes that E ′ and E are locally free of finite rank and that the image of
Φ˜ contains pnE for some n > 0. Here we assume only the latter.
We have natural maps
ηF : E
′ → F∗F
∗E ′
ΦF : E
′ → E := Φ˜F ◦ ηF .
We define:
M iFF
∗E ′ := Φ˜−1F (p
iE)
AiFE
′ := Φ−1F (p
iE) = η−1F (M
i
FF
∗E ′)
M
[i]
F F
∗E ′ :=
∑
j
p[j]M i−jF F
∗E ′
A
[i]
F E
′ :=
∑
j
p[j]Ai−jF E
′
We shall show that the filtration A
[·]
F , unlike the filtration A
·
F , is independent of the
lifting F , allowing a conceptual simplification of some of the constructions of [19].
The map p−iΦ˜F induces a morphism M
i
FF
∗E ′ → E; we denote by N−iF E its image.
Thus we find an isomorphism
Φ˜i : M
i
FF
∗E ′ → N−iF E.
If there is no danger of confusion, we may drop the subscript indicating the choice of the
lifting F . We write EX for E/pE, and similarly for E
′ and E˜.
Proposition 7.2. The filtrations M ·E˜, M [·]E˜ are stable under ∇˜, annd the filtration
N ·E is stable under ∇. The filtrations A·E ′ and A[·]E ′ satisfy Griffiths transversality.
The isomorphisms Φ˜i : M
iE˜ → N−iE are compatible with the connections, and induce
isomorphisms:
(griM E˜, ∇˜) → (N
−iEX ,∇)
(griM E˜X , ∇˜) → (gr
−i
N EX ,∇)
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Proof. Omitted. See [19].
Theorem 7.3. With the notation above, and for every i, the following statements hold:
1. The natural map F ∗(AiE ′)→M iE˜ is an isomorphism.
2. The natural maps F ∗(AiE ′X)→M
iE˜X and A
iE ′X → (M
iEX)
∇ are isomorphisms.
3. The natural maps F ∗griAE
′
X → gr
i
M E˜X and gr
i
AE
′
X → (gr
i
M E˜X)
∇˜ are isomorphisms.
4. The natural map F ∗griAE
′ → griM E˜ is an isomorphism.
Proof. We prove these statements together by induction on i. Suppose i = 0. Then
statement (1) is true by definition, and it follows that F ∗E ′X
∼= E˜X . Cartier descent
implies that E ′X = (F
∗E ′X)
∇˜. This proves (2).
Since A1E ′ = η−1(M1E˜) and contains pE ′, it follows that
A1E ′ = E ′ ×E˜X M
1E˜X ,
and hence that
A1E ′X = E
′
X ×E˜X M
1E˜X .
Since E ′X×E˜X M
1E˜X = (M
1E˜X)
∇ and since the p-curvature of M1E˜X vanishes, it follows
by Cartier descent that the natural map F ∗(A1E ′X) → M
1E˜X is an isomorphism. Then
statement (2) for i = 0 implies that the map F ∗gr0AE
′ → gr0M E˜ is an isomorphism. By
Cartier descent again, it follows that the map gr0AE
′ → (gr0M E˜)
∇˜ is an isomorphism. This
proves (3). Since gr0AE
′ = gr0AE
′
X and gr
0
M E˜ = gr
0
M E˜X , (4) follows as well.
For the induction step, assume that the statements hold for all j < i. We have a
commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 ✲ F ∗AiE ′ ✲ F ∗Ai−1E ′ ✲ F ∗gri−1A E
′ ✲ 0
0 ✲ M iE˜
❄
✲ M i−1E˜
❄
✲ gri−1M E˜
❄
✲ 0
Statement (1) for i − 1 implies that the middle vertical arrow is an isomorphism and
statement (4) for i− 1 implies that the right vertical arrow is an isomorphism. Thus the
left vertical arrow is also an isomorphism, proving statement (1) for i.
We also have a commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 ✲ F ∗AiE ′X ✲ F
∗Ai−1E ′X ✲ F
∗gri−1A E
′
X
✲ 0
0 ✲ M iE˜X
❄
✲ M i−1E˜X
❄
✲ gri−1M E˜X
❄
✲ 0
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Statements (2) and (3) for i − 1 imply that the two vertical maps on the right are iso-
morphisms, and consequently so is the map on the left. Since the p-curvature of M iE˜X
vanishes, statement (2) holds for i.
The main difficulty is in the following lemma, which corresponds to [18] 2.2.1 and will
allow us to prove statement (3).
Lemma 7.4. If the statements of Theorem 7.3 hold for all j < i, then the map griAE
′
X →
F∗gr
i
M E˜X is injective.
Proof. Suppose a′ ∈ AiE ′ lifts an element of the kernel of the map in the lemma. Then
η(a′) = pb+ c, with c ∈M i+1E˜ and b ∈ E˜. Suppose that in fact
η(a′) = pjb+ c
with c ∈ M i+1E˜ and j > 0. Since η(a′) ∈ M iE, it follows that b ∈ M i−jE˜. Note that if
j > i, in fact a′ ∈ Ai+1E ′ and we are done. On the other hand, if 0 < j ≤ i, we calculate:
Φ˜(η(a′)) = pjΦ˜(b) + Φ˜(c)
Φ˜i(η(a
′)) = Φ˜i−j(b) + pΦ˜i+1(c)
∇Φ˜i(η(a
′)) = ∇Φ˜i−j(b) + p∇Φ˜i+1(c)
Since ∇Φ˜i(η(a
′)) = Φ˜i(∇˜(η(a
′)) is divisible by p, the same is true of ∇Φ˜i−j(b). We saw in
Proposition 7.2 that the map Φ˜i−j induces a horizontal isomorphism gr
i−j
M E˜X
∼= gr
j−i
N EX ,
and we conclude that the image of b in gri−jM E˜X is horizontal. Statement (3) for i− j says
that gri−jA E
′
X
∼= (gr
i−j
M E˜X)
∇˜, so there exist b′ ∈ Ai−jE ′, b′′ ∈ E˜, and b′′′ ∈ M i−j−1E˜ such
that
b = η(b′) + b′′ + pb′′′.
Then
η(a′ − pjb′) = pjb+ c− pjη(b′) = pjb′′ + pj+1b′′′ + c.
Since pjb′′ ∈ M i+1E˜, we have can take a′′ := a′ − pjb′ and c′ = pjb′′ + c, so now η(a′′) =
pj+1b′′′ + c′. Continuing by induction, we see that eventually a′ may be chosen to lie in
Ai+1E ′X .
Lemma 7.4 implies that Ai+1E ′X = A
iE ′X×M iE˜X M
i+1E˜X . Since A
iE ′X = (M
iE˜X)
∇˜, it
follows that Ai+1E ′X = (M
i+1E˜X)
∇˜, and since the p-curvature of ∇˜ on M i+1E˜X vanishes,
the map F ∗(Ai+1E ′X) → M
i+1E˜X is an isomorphism. Thus (2) holds for i + 1 and (3)
holds for i.
Finally, we have a commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 ✲ F ∗gri−1A E
′ [p]✲ F ∗griAE˜ ✲ F
∗griAE
′
X
✲ 0
0 ✲ gri−1M E˜
❄
[p]
✲ griM E˜
❄
✲ griM E˜X
❄
✲ 0
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The left vertical arrow is an isomorphism by the induction assumption and the right ver-
tical arrow is an isomorphism by (3). It follows that the middle arrow is an isomorphism,
proving (4) and completing the proof of the theorem.
Proofs of Theorem 7.1. First suppose that there is a natural number n such that pnE˜ ⊆
E. Then multiplication by pn induces a horizontal map Φ˜: E˜ → E, defining an F -span,
and E =MnE˜. Since AnE ′ = η−1(MnE˜), statement (1) of Theorem 7.3 tells us that the
natural map F ∗(η−1(E))→ E is an isomorphism.
For the general case, let En := E + p
nE˜ for each n. Then En is also invariant under
∇˜. If E ′n := η
−1(En) the previous paragraph tells us that the natural map F
∗E ′n → En
is an isomorphism. Let E ′′ := η−1(E). Then E ′/E ′′ ⊆ E˜/E, and the Artin-Rees lemma
implies that for some r > 0, (pn+rE˜/E) ∩ (E ′/E ′′) ⊆ pnE ′/E ′′′ for all n ≥ 0. Then
En+r ∩ E
′ ⊆ E ′′ + pnE ′ for all n ≥ 0. Taking the intersection over n, we find that
E ′′ ⊆ ∩{E ′n : n ≥ 0} = ∩{E
′ ∩ En : n ≥ 0} ⊆ ∩{E
′′ + pnE ′ : n ≥ 0} = E ′′.
Since F is finite and flat, the natural map
F ∗E ′′ = F ∗(∩{E ′n : n ≥ 0})→ ∩{F
∗E ′n : n ≥ 0} = ∩{E + p
nE˜ : n ≥ 0} = E
is an isomorphism.
Let us now review Shiho’s Theorem 3.1 ([20]) and explain how it implies Theorem 7.1.
Shiho’s theorem shows that Frobenius pullback defines an equivalence CF from the cate-
gory of nilpotent p-connections on Z ′/T to the category of nilpotent connections on Z/T .
Recall that there is a unique map
ζF : Ω
1
Z′/S → F∗Ω
1
Z/S
such that pζF is the differential of F . Then if (E
′, θ′) is a module with p-connection
on Z ′, it is easy to verify that there is a unique connection ∇˜ on E˜ := F ∗E ′ such that
∇˜ ◦ η = (ζF ⊗ η) ◦ θ
′. Shiho proves that the functor CF taking (E
′, θ′) to (E˜, ∇˜) is an
equivalence by studying the descent data for the PD-thickenings which correspond to the
crystalline interpretations of these categories.
To apply Shiho’s result, suppose that (E ′,∇′) is a module with nilpotent connection
on Z ′/T . Then θ′ := p∇′ is a nilpotent p-connection on E ′, and
(ζF ⊗ η) ◦ θ
′ = (pζF ⊗ η) ◦ ∇
′ = (F ∗ ⊗ η) ◦ θ′,
and so the connection ∇˜ in Shiho’s correspondence is just the Frobenius pullback connec-
tion on E˜ := F ∗(E ′). Let E ⊆ E˜ be a submodule which is invariant under ∇˜. We claim
that the induced connection on E is also nilpotent. To see this, let N iE := piE˜ ∩ E,
which is also invariant under ∇˜, and note that the inclusion map induces an injection
griNE → p
iE˜/pi+1E˜ ∼= E˜/pE˜. It follows that the p-curvature of each griNE vanishes.
On the other hand, we have a surjection griNE → (N
iE + pE)/(N i+1 + pE), so the p-
curvature of each of the latter also vanishes. By Artin-Rees, there is a natural number
r such that prE˜ ∩ E ⊆ pE. Thus the images of N iE in E/pE define a finite and ex-
haustive filtration of E/pE, and so the connection on E is indeed nilpotent. Then the
full faithfulness of CF implies that there is a submodule E
′′ of E ′, stable under θ′ := p∇,
such that F ∗E ′′ = E ⊆ E˜. Necessarily E ′ ⊆ η−1(E), and since F ∗E ′ ∼= E, it follows that
E ′ = η−1(E), and the proof is complete.
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Corollary 7.5. With the notations above, the natural maps
F ∗(AiE ′) → M iE˜
F ∗(A[i]E ′) → M [i]E˜
AiE ′ → η−1(M iE˜)
A[i]E ′ → η−1(M [i]E˜)
are isomorphisms.
Proof. The following lemma shows that the first pair of equations of the proposition
implies the second pair. (Note: The third equation is true by definition, but we shall need
the fourth equation, which does not seem to be so obvious.)
Lemma 7.6. If A is an OX′-submodule of E
′ and M is the image of F ∗A in E˜ ′, then
A = η−1F (M).
Proof. Since F is flat, the map F ∗A → F ∗E ′ is injective. Let A′ := η−1F (M). Then A
′
is an OX′-submodule of E
′ and A ⊆ A′. We have injections F ∗A → F ∗A′ → M whose
composition is an isomorphism. Then the map F ∗A→ F ∗A′ is an isomorphism, and since
F is faithfully flat, A = A′.
Statement (1) of Theorem 7.3 proves the first equation of Proposition 7.5. Since F is
flat, the natural maps F ∗AiFE
′ → F ∗E ′ and F ∗A
[i]
F E
′ → F ∗E ′ are injective, and moreover
F ∗A
[i]
F E
′ =
∑
j
p[i−j]F ∗Ai−jF E
′ =M
[i]
F F
∗E ′
This is the second equation of the proposition, which implies the fourth, by Lemma 7.6.
If G is another lifting of FX , the connection ∇
′ furnishes a horizontal isomorphism
εG,F : G
∗(E ′,∇′)→ F ∗(E ′,∇′).
and hence a map
Φ˜G : G
∗(E ′,∇′)→ (E,∇),
making the diagram
G∗E ′
Φ˜G
✲ E
F ∗E ′
ε
❄
Φ˜F
✲
commutative. It follows that the isomorphism ε takesM iGG
∗E ′ isomorphically toM iFF
∗E ′,
and that N−iF E = N
−i
G E.
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The diagram:
E ′
ηG
✲ G∗G
∗E ′ ✲ G∗E
G∗F
∗E ′
ε
❄
G∗Φ˜F
✲
shows that
(1) ΦG = G∗(Φ˜F ) ◦ εG,F .
It need not be the case that AiFE
′ = AiGE
′; we give an example below. The following
proposition remedies this situation.
Proposition 7.7. Let F and G be liftings of FX/S to maps Z → Z
′. Then for all i,
A
[i]
F E
′ = A
[i]
GE
′.
Proof. For simplicity we write the rest of the proof assuming that X is a curve and that
it admits a local coordinate t. Let ∂ := ∇′(d/dt) and suppose that G∗(t) = F ∗(t) + pg.
Then if e′ ∈ E ′,
(2) ε(ηG(e
′)) =
∑
j
p[j]gjηF (∂
j(e′))
Note that, since the connection ∇′ is nilpotent, the sequence ∂j(e′) converges to zero.
To prove that each A
[i]
GE
′ ⊆ A
[i]
F E
′, it will suffice to prove that each AiGE
′ ⊆ A
[i]
F E
′,
We work by induction on i. Assume that e′ ∈ AiGE
′. Then ηG(e
′) ∈ M iGG
∗E ′ and hence
ε(ηG(e
′)) ∈M iFF
∗E ′. Then
ηF (e
′) = ε(ηG(e
′))−
∑
j>0
p[j]gjηF (∂
j(e′)).
By Griffiths transversality, ∂j(e′) ∈ Ai−jG E
′, hence the induction hypothesis implies that
∂j(e′) ∈ A
[i−j]
F E
′ when j > 0. Then p[j]∂j(e′) ∈ A
[i]
F E
′, and we conclude that ηF (e
′) ∈
F ∗(A
[i]
F E
′) + M iFF
∗E ′ = M
[i]
F F
∗E ′ by the second equation of Proposition 7.5. Its last
equation then implies that e′ ∈ A
[i]
F E
′.
Example: Let X := Spec k[t, t−1], let Z be the formal completion of SpecW [t, t−1]
and let F send t to tp. Let E be the free OZ-module with basis (e0, . . . , ep−1), let η be
the endomorphsm of E sending ei to ei−1 and e0 to zero, and let
∇ei = η(ei)dt/t.
Recall that
log(1 + x) = x− x2/2 + x3/3 + · · · .
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For each i, we have a formal horizontal section
e˜i := e
(− log t)η(ei)
= ei − (log t)ei−1 + (1/2)(log t)
2ei−2 + · · ·+ ((−1)
i/i!)(log t)ie0.
Then
ei = e
(log t)η(e˜i)
= e˜i − (log t)e˜i−1 + (1/2)(log t)
2e˜i−2 + · · ·+ ((−1)
i/i!)(log t)ie˜0.
Let (E ′,∇′) = (E,∇) and define
Φ˜F : F
∗(E ′,∇′)→ (E,∇) : e′i 7→ p
iei.
It is immediate to check that this map is horizontal
Now suppose that G is another lift of FX , sending t to t
p + pg. Let u := (1 + pt−pg),
so that tp + pg = tpu. Note that log u ∈ pW{t, t−1}, say log u = pδ. That is,
δ = t−pg − (p/2)t−2pg2 + (p2/3)t−3pg3 + · · · .
To calculate ε := εG,F , we use the fact that it acts as the identity on horizontal
sections. Thus
ε(G∗(ei)) = ε(G
∗(e(log t)η e˜i)
= elog(t
pu)ηε(G∗(e˜i))
= elog(t
pu)ηF ∗(e˜i)
= elog(t
pu)ηF ∗(e−(log t)η)(ei)
= elog(t
pu)η(e−(log t
p)η)(ei)
= e(log u)ηei
= ei + (log u)ei−1 + (log u)
2/(2!)ei−2 + · · ·+ (log u)
i/i!e0
= ei + pδei−1 + p
[2]δ2ei−2 + · · ·+ p
[i]δie0
Then
ΦG(ei) = Φ˜F (ε(G
∗(ei)))
= = pi(ei + δei−1 + δ
[2]ei−2 + · · ·+ δ
[i]e0)
In particular, ei ∈ A
i
GE
′ if i < p, but ΦG(ep) = p
p(· · · ) + (pp−1/(p− 1)!)δpe0.
Take for example p = 2. Then
ΦG(e0) = e0
ΦG(e1) = 2e1 + 2δe0
ΦG(e2) = 4e2 + 4δe1 + 2δ
2e0
Assume δ is not zero modulo 2 (e.g. if g = 4t2, u = 5, and δ = 1/2 log 5. Then e′2 does not
belong to A2GE
′, although it does belong to A2FE
′. On the other hand, since G lifts FX
and k is perfect, there exists an element δ′ of W{t, t−1} such that G∗(δ′) ≡ δ2 (mod 2).
Then e′2 − 2δ
′e′0 ∈ A
2
GE
′.
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